
How Much Land Does A Man Need?

Summary

In this story by Leo Tolstoy, a peasant has the chance to buy land and does, thus becoming a landowner.
This changes his life and his attitude. He moves to a bigger parcel of land but hears of parcels that are
even larger and cheaper. He gets greedy and defies the devil, and dies attempting to secure title to the
new land. In the end, the Bashkirs, a people considered "simple" (and apparently gullible) by the Russians
in the story, seem to have the last laugh.

Warm-up questions

Standard questions

1. Who has read all of the story?
2. (If some admit to not having read all of it) How much of the story did you read?
3. Who can summarize the story for us? 
4. Does this story have a moral? If so, what is it? Do you agree with it?

Story questions

1. Who was Pahom?
2. What was Pahom's attitude toward his wife and her sister's conversation?
3. Where was the devil hiding and what did he hear Pahom say?
4. Why did the peasant commune not buy the lady's 300 acres as common land to be shared?
5. What happened to Pahom after he bought the 40 acres? 

How did he change as a person? (Became less tolerant of trespass)
What did he do differently? (Took fellow peasants to court)
How did he act differently (Similar, less tolerant - he started acting "harder," more like a
landowner)
How did his attitude change (Greed, ambition, also above - less tolerant, forgiving)
How did his sense of community change? (He had belonged to the land, and to the Commune -
he ditched it all, leaving them all behind, basically emigrating &/or readying himself to do so)

6. Where did Pahom move first?
7. Then where did he go? To the land of what ethnic group or people?
8. How did the Russians feel about the Bashkirs?
9. How much land did Pahom get, in the end?

10. The title of this story is actually a question. The last sentence answers the question. What is that
answer?

Guidelines for philosophical discussion

Like any rich story this one brings up a number of philosophical themes.

First and foremost, the tale is about greed. Greed falls into the philosophical branch of ethics; also perhaps
social and political philosophy. In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle contrasts greed with generosity; also
stating that generosity is the "mean" between wastefulness or profligacy, and greed or miserliness. It is not
wrong to want things but it is wrong to want to keep all these things for oneself. Certainly rich people
existed in Aristotle's day but the consumer culture, at least as we know it, did not. A more modern
definition of greed: "the desire for more than necessary." Of course this definition leads to the questions
"What is necessary?" and "Who decides what is necessary?"

Therefore it is possible to discuss whether greed consists of a tenacious desire to keep what one has, or a
desire to acquire more and more, and/or both. Pahom apparently exhibited both; he did not like it when his



neighbors encroached on his turf; also he kept wanting more and more. Are these both destructive? To
whom? Pahom? His community? His country/society?

Second, Tolstoy introduces the topic of the Evil One, the devil. Questions to discuss can include the
personification of evil and whether evil can be personified; if so, does that mean that there is a real person,
the devil? Is there just one? (Going too far along this line gets into theology and/or demonology and is
probably a bad idea.) What is the difference in how you view the world, if you feel that evil is something
embodied in a person who is out to get you? The or an alternate viewpoint is that individual people, feel,
and think evil things; the evil is in and of them. So, if an evil person, or in other words a person who
embodies evil (not a devil but a real, regular human individual person), dies, does their evil die with them?
Could you eliminate evil by killing all evil persons?

Third, in the philosophical branch of social and political philosophy, and in chapter I, we see a discussion of
city versus country life. What is the greater good? Security (though what you are secure in, is lower in
quality and value), or abundance? 

A practical consideration - assigning the story in two halves

This story is a little longer than the typical Young Philosophers story, and a little more intricate, involved,
decorated, with "stories within the story" (after all, even though this is a short story, it's still Tolstoy and
he's still Russian). Therefore, depending on the readers/children, it may make sense to assign them to read
it in two sections; chapters I - IV, and chapters V - IX. You will probably have enough questions to discuss,
to last you 2 or even more weeks. The below questions for philosophical discussion are organized into
halves so that if you assign just the first half of the story, the first questions will still make sense.

Questions for philosophical discussion

These questions are organized into two sets. The first set of questions may be asked and answered even if
the children have read only the first section (chapters I - IV) of the story. The second set consists of
questions either relating to the second section (chapters V - IX), or to the story as a whole.

Question set one

Ethics

1. What is evil?
2. What does it mean, to do bad things?
3. If you do bad things are you evil?
4. What if you stop? Are you still evil but just "on pause"?
5. Do you ever do bad things?
6. Do you ever want to do bad things?
7. Do you ever do bad things without really thinking about it? You just do them?
8. Did you ever do something that you later found out was bad, or wrong, but you did not know that

when you did it?
9. Can a child be evil?

10. Tolstoy describes the devil as being there in Pahom's house, "sitting behind the oven." Would it be
harder, or easier, to be not evil, if you thought there was a devil in your house?

11. The devil plans to use Pahom's greed and lack of fear to get Pahom into his power. Pahom is "leaving
the devil an opening." Do you think the devil needs an opening? 

12. (Explain what "proof against" or "invulnerable" means) Could it be possible to make yourself proof
against the devil?

13. Could it be possible to make yourself into a person who never does anything wrong?
14. (Explain vocabulary word "personified" and give examples) Do you think that evil can be a person? 
15. Think of the difference in two ways of thinking about evil: thinking of evil as a person, or, thinking of

evil as a label for all the bad things people do.



Is it scarier, to think of evil as a person out to get you and trap you?
Is it easier to avoid doing bad things, if you think of evil as a person?
You know that children misbehave sometimes; do bad things. 

If you were a mom or a dad, raising young children, how would you try to teach your
children not to do bad things, and to instead do good things?
What would you do if your child did something naughty?

16. Pahom said "Busy as we are from childhood tilling Mother Earth, we peasants have no time to let any
nonsense settle in our heads." 

Did Pahom make a mistake when he figured this?
Was Pahom "tempting the devil?" What could this mean?

17. Some literature portrays the devil as very powerful. Consider a claim that the devil is all-powerful.
Many people do choose to be good, not evil. Does this falsify the claim?

18. Tolstoy calls the devil "he." Pahom is saying that being busy tilling Mother Earth will protect him.
Literature is full of such references to the male essence or spirit, and the female essence or spirit. 

Could "the female" ever protect you against "the male?" 
Has this ever happened to you?

19. Is Pahom ever cruel?
20. (Explain that "mean" originally meant "stingy.") 

Was Pahom ever mean? 
Was Pahom ever stingy?
Can you see how these two things (meanness and stinginess) might be related?
Is it evil to be mean? Stingy?
Suppose you are asked to share your dessert but you refuse. Later on you feel bad that you did
not share because you actually like the person who asked you. Were you evil? Are you still evil
now that you are sorry?

21. Is evil possible without power? If you don't have power over a person, can you even do bad things to
them?

22. Is greed evil?
23. Is it evil to not share?
24. Name some times when it would be wrong to not share.
25. Name some times when it would be OK to not share.
26. Are "right" and "wrong" the same as "good" and "evil?"
27. Is it evil to get answer wrong on your math test?
28. Suppose somebody asks you how much 3 + 5 is and by mistake you answer "7." Is that morally

wrong?
29. What if you are buying food at the market and you agree to pay 3 dollars for apples and 5 dollars for

tomatoes. Then the farmer asks you to do the math and you say "I owe you 7 dollars." Is that
wrong?

Does whether it's right or wrong depend on your intention at the time?
Does whether it's right or wrong depend on whether or not you really knew the right answer?
Does whether it's right or wrong depend on anything? The farmer loses a dollar no matter what
your intention was.  

30. Is Pahom evil as soon as he buys his land?
Is he evil when he starts getting upset?
Is he evil when he complains to the District Court?

31. Is the excuse "the devil made me do it" a real excuse? Would you accept such an excuse? Should
you?

Virtue, greed

1. In the history of America the term "40 acres and a mule" was sometimes used. This was enough good
land, that a man could work with his family, and raise and support that family. But if you had more,
you could get richer.

Is it possible to answer the question "how much is enough?"
How would you try to answer it?
(Explain "finite" versus "infinite") Land is finite. What do you do when two or more people each
say they don't have enough? How do you resolve this problem? 



(
   Take this discussion as far as you want. Potential solutions include, at least:

the market,
Tom Paine's (and Thomas Jefferson's) idea that everyone should at least get a "starter
plot,"
government, society,
also "land reform" is still an issue to this day in some places - this generally means taking
from large landowners and giving to the peasants. 

)
2. Pahom's wife and her sister disagree about "the good life."

What is better - city life or country life?
Is it possible to answer this question?
How would you answer it?
Could you resolve the sisters' disagreement? Or convince one of them that the other is right?
The elder sister, from the city, likes the excitement, ease, wealth, entertainment, society, and
nice things of the city. But there is also danger there. The younger sister likes the security of
country or village life. But, it is a hard life, and boring. 

Which of these things are unimportant to you, so you would give them up?
Is security important to you?
They younger sister, from the country, tells the older sister that the "Evil One may tempt
your husband with cards, wine, or women, and all will go to ruin." What might that mean;
"all will go to ruin?"
Have you ever known a child who lost their dad? How?

3. Do you think that the Evil One is more powerful in the city; more likely to tempt a husband? Or are
there just more temptations there?

4. The peasants decide to try to buy the lady's 300 acres. They want to buy the land in common, for all
to share. This is they way they farm their communal land (owned by "The Commune") now. But "the
Evil One sowed discord among them, and they could not agree." 

What does "discord" mean?
What does "sow" mean?
Is it possible to sow discord?
How do you think they may not have agreed? What could there be, to disagree about?

(Quality of plots)
(Who pays how much)
(Who gets what, of the produce)
(Who gets how much land)
(How to manage common land, the commons)
(Who will work "common tasks" that need to be done, the benefit of which does not
accrue to any one person)

Example: installing a drain tile, also paying for it - "Why should I work for Igor's
benefit?"

5. Tolstoy was a spiritualist; inspired by Jesus, an inspiration to Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Junior.
How do you think this might have affected his writing "the Evil One sowed discord among them, and
they could not agree." (You may have to briefly describe/explain Jesus and his teachings here; if you
do, consider explaining how people fight about Jesus and what he said and taught.)

6. "At first, in the bustle of building and settling down, Pahom was pleased with it all, but when he got
used to it he began to think that even here he had not enough land."

Is it our nature to be dissatisfied?
Is it good to be somewhat dissatisfied? Is this the source of progress, achievement, innovation,
hard work?
Have you ever been completely satisfied and did not want anything more?
How long did that last and when and how did it end? (i.e. maybe you went to bed and the next
day was a new day)
List all the things you would like to have or do

Do you think you will ever do and have all those things?
Do you think you will change your mind as you get older, learn, experience?



Identity

1. Pahom's life changes. First he is a peasant and he earns his living from communal land. Then he takes
on land ownership, and also takes on the role or lifestyle of landowner. He finds his attitude changing
as well.

How? (A repeat of a warm-up question)
Consider this quote: "Formerly, when he had passed by that land, it had appeared the same as
any other land, but now it seemed quite different."

How have Pahom's perceptions changed? How does he see, look at the world differently
now?
How does he think about that piece of land now? (Values it more, thinks about it more,
plans for it more, knows it better, pays closer attention)
If a person thinks and perceives differently, does that mean they are different?

2. Have you ever known anyone to start acting different after some change in their fortune? (Kids may
not have, but may know of people who moved, or families of divorce)

3. People usually say "I won't change if..." meaning they will stay the same even if their life changes. Is
this true?

4. Why do people change, based on their circumstances?
5. Is this possible to avoid?
6. Is a person who has changed (i.e. from simple peasant to landowner) still the same person?
7. Pahom used to experience the fines and hassles from the landowner, directed at him. He got taken to

court. After he bought his 40 acres he was on the other side of that - taking people to court. 
(Explain "persecute," "persecutor," "persecuted") Did Pahom change from persecutor to
persecuted?
Did Pahom "change sides?"

8. Tolstoy does not mention this but there were different associations, like clubs or organizations, for
landowners versus the landless.

Do you think that Pahom changed clubs?
If the clubs have membership rules, like "you have to own land," is this fair?
Is it fair that membership of the Commune might be restricted? 

9. (Possibly refer to the French Revolution - see who has studied it, heard about it. Also possibly refer to
U.S. history - that only landowners could vote.)

Are there two sides, landowner and landless?
Does this still matter now?
Does "property" now work like "land," which was sometimes another word for "property," used
to?

10. Is it right for people to have power based on their property?
11. Could there even be any alternative? That is, does owning property mean that you do have power

whether you want or like this or not?
12. Should all ownership be banned?

Question set two

1. Do the Bashkirs live in paradise?
2. Are they happy, content?
3. List the things they do (playing pipes), eat, and drink (mutton, kumiss, cheese, tea). (Describe kumiss

- fermented mare's milk, and explain that people who are not used to it generally consider it
disgusting)

Would you be happy living there and doing that?
How healthy do you guess the Bashkirs were? 

4. The tradesman describes the Bashkirs as "simple as sheep." What does this mean? ("simple" can
mean "stupid" as in "simpleton")

5. Can you be smart and satisfied? Do you have to be stupid to be satisfied?
6. Do you think the Bashkirs are 

Stupid? 
Lazy? 



Uneducated? 
Unworldly?

7. How clean do you think they are?
8. Have they ever read a book? ("They were quite ignorant, and knew no Russian")

(Note that in chapter V, there is foreshadowing - they are laughing, amused.)

(Note that in chapter VI, "One thousand rubles a day" sounds like a rate problem...)

9. Pahom was confused when the Bashkirs told him that land cost "one thousand rubles a day." Does
this mean he was stupid compared to them?

10. Once he understood what they meant, "Pahom was delighted." Why?
Just because of the land? 
Maybe also because of the good deal?
Is a good deal attractive?
How do people act when they get excited, greedy, anxious about a good deal?

11. In chapter VII, Pahom dreams he is dead, with the devil standing over him. He brushes this off. 
Is this foreshadowing?
Foreshadowing is a literary device or technique, but literature is a mirror or a picture of real life.
In real life, should you pay attention to dreams?

12. Where do dreams come from?
13. Are dreams just "brain junk?"
14. If dreams are just "brain junk," how are dreams different from waking thoughts? 

Couldn't you say that waking thoughts are "brain junk" using the same reasons given for saying
that dreams are "brain junk?"

15. Can a dream contain a message?
16. If in a dream you got a warning, what would you do?
17. How would life be different without dreams?
18. Imagine yourself as a Martian, and also imagine that Martians never dream. Now you contact humans

and humans tell you what dreaming is.
Would you think that humans were crazy?
Would you think that humans went crazy for 8 or so hours every 24 hours (in othe words, while
sleeping)?
Would you trust humans?
Would you trust humans if you found out that humans, while awake, do a thing that humans call
"day-dreaming?"

19. In chapters VII and IX, Pahom gets tired, then more tired, then weary, then, in the end, weary unto
death.

Could you tell this was getting ready to happen, before the very end of the story?
At what point did you think that Pahom might die of his overexertion?
Did you still have hope for Pahom, that he might actually live, not die?

20. Did Pahom die of overexertion, or of greed?
21. Is it even possible to die of greed?
22. "And he ran on and on, and drew near and heard the Bashkirs yelling and shouting to him, and their

cries inflamed his heart still more. He gathered his last strength and ran on." Pahom dies as a result.
Do you still think that the Bashkirs are simple, gullible?
Could it be that their inflaming cries are a trick to get Pahom's money?
Could someone think that, feel that way, be suspicious like that? If they did, would they be
justified to some extent?

23. If the Bashkirs did trick Pahom, what about the tradesman who told Pahom about the land of the
Bashkirs in the first place? 

Did they trick him, too?
Might he have been in on (been part of) a land swindle? (Possibly explain what a land swindle
is)

24. The last words spoken in the story go like this: "Ah, what a fine fellow!" exclaimed the Chief. "He has
gained much land!"

Is he being sarcastic? Cruel? Vainglorious? (Explain this vocabulary word - like boasting in



victory) Mean?
25. Have you heard of the saying "He who laughs last, laughs loudest?" What does the expression

"getting the last laugh" mean?
26. Who gets the last laugh in this story? Or is there even a last laugh, since it ends tragically?

The devil?
The chief?
The peasants Pahom left behind?
Pahom? (Expect much protestation and resistence here if you voice this possibility. Refer
possibly to Camus and his take on Sisyphus; also the concept of dying doing what you love
best.)

(Possibly explain what "tragedy" means in the original/classical literary sense, like Greek and Shakesperean
tragedies. Explain how this story is a tragedy; ask how it could have instead been a comedy.)

Story by Leo Tolstoy; translated by Aylmer and Louise Maude

Questions by Leo Heska.
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